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Cultivation of CHO Cells in Allegro™ STR 200
Single-Use Stirred Tank Bioreactor System

Introduction
Currently, stirred tank reactors (STRs) represent the gold standard for the large scale growth of suspension cell
lines. Cell culture performance is strongly influenced by the efficiency of mixing, as measured by the oxygen mass
transfer coefficient (kLa O2) and mixing time. The success of traditional stainless steel STR systems lies in their impeller driven agitation that can efficiently mix hundreds to thousands of litres of culture fluid.
As the benefits of single-use technologies for upstream use are now widely acknowledged by the biopharmaceutical
industry, there is an increasing demand for single-use stirred tank bioreactors. However, the transition from
stainless steel and glass STR vessels to single-use STR systems, can be challenging, as the design proven in
conventional systems cannot always be transferred to a single-use format, while maintaining sterility needed for
a cell culture process. As an example, many single-use STRs use a magnetically coupled driving mechanism to
eliminate the risks of biocontainer leaks from rotating mechanical seals. While this design address the risks of
compromising sterility, insufficient magnet strength limits the power that can be transmitted to the culture fluid,
which can result in sub-optimal mixing and mass transfer performance.
Another challenge that large scale, single-use, cell culture systems are facing is performance comparability across
scales. Process changes during scale-up are common but unwelcome. It is therefore of crucial importance to use
a bioreactor system that can match small scale vessel capabilities, especially in terms of mixing, to accurately
mimic cell culture performance observed at small scale. Thanks to a direct drive agitation mechanism coupled
with a large bottom-mounted impeller, in addition to a square shaped biocontainer with integrated baffles, the
Allegro STR 200 single-use bioreactor provides excellent mixing performance.
In this application note we demonstrate the performance and scalability of the new Allegro STR 200 single-use
stirred tank bioreactor compared to a conventional 10 L glass vessel STR bioreactor, for the batch cultivation
of a CHO cell line expressing a recombinant monoclonal antibody.

Materials and Methods
Materials
• Allegro STR 200 single-use bioreactor
• Allegro STR 200 single-use biocontainer
• Polarographic oxygen sensor InPro◆ 6800 (Mettler-Toledo)
• pH sensor InPro 3250 (Mettler-Toledo)
• Probe bellows (Hyclone)
• XRS 20 bioreactor system (Pall)
• 10 L CelliGen◆ 310 bioreactors (Eppendorf)
• Kleenpak™ Nova capsule NP6UEDTP1G (Pall)
• CD FortiCHO◆ medium (Life Technologies), 4 mM Ultraglutamine 1 (Lonza), 10 mM hypoxanthine
(Sigma-Aldrich), 1.6 mM thymidine (Sigma-Aldrich)
• Antifoam C (Sigma-Adrich)
• Cell line derived from CHO-S, producing a human IgG antibody
• BioProfile◆ FLEX analyzer (Nova Biomedical)
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Inoculum Preparation
The CHO clone was expanded in FortiCHO chemically defined medium from the working cell bank into a series
of shake flasks, then to a 20 L culture in a XRS 20 bioreactor system. Cells were grown to mid-exponential phase
at 37 °C. pH was maintained at 7.2 by sparging at 1 L/min of a mix 88% Air/ 12% CO2.
Bioreactor Set-up
A day prior to inoculation, the Allegro STR 200 single-use biocontainer was removed from its protective packaging
and installed into the Allegro STR 200 single-use bioreactor. The biocontainer was inflated by sparging air via the
0.2 µm filter. Filter heaters were fitted to the vent filters to prevent condensation build up. The pH and CO2 sensors
were calibrated as recommended by manufacturer’s instructions. DO, pH and CO2 sensors were then fitted into
probe bellows and sterilized by autoclaving at 121 °C for 15 minutes, before being inserted into the biocontainer
via the Kleenpak sterile connectors at the front of the biocontainer. The probes were then connected to the
Allegro STR 200 controller. 200 L of media was pumped through a 0.1 µm Fluorodyne® EX Kleenpak Nova
filter (P/N: NP6UEDTP1G), which was connected to an addition line at the top of the bag via Kleenpak sterile
connectors. Agitation was set at 80 RPM and airflow at 10 L/min. The temperature probe was inserted into the
biocontainer temperature sleeve before turning on the heater mat to allow the liquid to reach the set point of
37 ºC overnight.
Inoculation and Batch Run
On the inoculation day, pH was set at 7.2 and controlled using a pH cascade control with CO2 gas and 1M
sodium carbonate. Dissolved oxygen setpoint was 40% and controlled using pure oxygen as a cascade slave.
Aeration was activated and set at 10 L/min (0.05 vvm) of air through the ring sparger. Agitation was set at
80 RPM corresponding to a tip speed of 1.2 m/s and P/V of 55 W/m3.
Once the pH and DO setpoints were reached, the harvest line from the Allegro XRS 20 single-use bioreactor was
connected to one of the Allegro STR 200 single-use biocontainer addition lines via Kleenpak sterile connectors.
The inoculum was then pumped in the 200 L bioreactor bringing the total volume to 220 L. The additional 20 L
allows for the inoculation of two 10 L conventional STR vessels, while ensuring that the cell population is the
same for comparability. The bioreactor was then sampled to confirm the initial cell density and viability. For more
details of the operational set-up, please refer to Figure 1.
24 hours post inoculation, 20 L of culture were transferred from the Allegro STR 200 single-use bioreactor into
two 10 L Eppendorf CelliGen 310 glass vessels. Agitation speed in the CelliGen 310 was scaled down based
on constant tip-speed of 1.2 m/s. This corresponded to an agitation speed of 230 RPM.
Table 1
Control set-points for the 10 L CelliGen 310 glass and the Allegro STR 200 L single-use bioreactors
Tip speed (m/s)
Agitation rate (RPM)
Aeration (vvm)
Aeration rate (L/min)
pH
DO (%)
Glucose concetration (g/L)

10 L CelliGen 310

Allegro 200 L single-use bioreactor

1.2
230
0.05
0.5
7.2 ± 0.1
40
2-5

1.2
80 (Upflow)
0.05
10
7.2 ± 0.1
40
2-5

Glucose concentrations were maintained between 2 and 5 g/L by regular step additions throughout the culture.
The generation of foam was reduced by adding antifoam when required. The cultures were stopped when culture
viability reached 60 ± 10%.
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Figure 1
Schematic illustration of the batch cell culture operational set up

Analytics
Viable cell density and culture viability, as well as culture pH, lactate and glucose concentrations were monitored
for all cultures on a daily basis using a BioProfile® FLEX analyzer. Culture samples were taken on a routine basis
for offline mAb quantification by HPLC.
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Results and Discussion
Comparison of Batch Culture Cell Growth and Recombinant Monoclonal Antibody Production
Figure 2
Comparison of cell growth profiles between the Allegro 200 L bioreactor and 10 L glass vessel bioreactor.

Cell growth and culture viability were similar at 10 and 200 L scale. Following a short lag-phase of approximately
24 hours, cells in culture started to proliferate in an exponential manner to peak to 16.3 and 16.7x106 cells/mL
at 200 and 10 L scale, respectively. Cell cultures entered the decline phase at similar timepoints (140 hours)
and exhibited similar death rate up to the end of the culture. Culture viability exhibited a similar trend at 200
and 10 L scale.
Figure 3
Comparison of mAb titer between the Allegro 200 L bioreactor and 10 L glass vessel bioreactor.

Standard deviation across two 10 L batch cell culture is represented by error bars. MAb titers were normalized with respect to the maximum
titer measured in culture.

Monoclonal antibody (MAb) titers were normalized with respect to the maximum titer measured in culture, a value
of 100 representing this maximum. Normalized mAb titers were relatively similar at 200 and 10 L scale, with less
than 15% difference in final mAb titer.
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Metabolites profiles
Lactate production is the result of cellular metabolism from the metabolization of glucose and glutamine.
Accumulation of lactate, an acid, often results in acidification of the media, while consumption of lactate is
usually correlated with an increase of pH. Here, despite significant lactate concentration variations throughout
the culture, pH could be controlled at its setpoint of 7.2 ± 0.1, at 10 and 200 L scale.
Figure 4
Evolution of lactate concentrations as well as pH at 200, and 10 scale.

Lactate is a cell metabolism by-product that can significantly affect media pH. The initial datapoint at 10 L scale corresponds to the initial pH
before the pH control loop was turned on. pH control was set with a deadband of 0.05 units. Here, despite variation in lactate concentrations, pH was efficiently maintained at its setpoint of 7.2 ± 0.1.

Glucose concetration was maintained between 2 and 5 g/L throughout the culture by manually carrying out daily
additions. Glucose consumption rates were similar across the 10 and 200 L scale (Figure 5).
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Figure 5
Evolution of glucose concentration throughout the culture at 200 and 10 L scale

Glucose was maintained between 2 and 5 g/L by daily manual addition.

Conclusion
The work presented here shows that the batch mode cultivation of CHO-S derived clone in the new Allegro STR
200 single-use bioreactor was scalable when compared to a 10 L conventional benchtop glass STR. Cell growth
patterns, mAb titers, glucose consumption and nutrient profiles were very similar and within the expected
performance for this cell line.
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